The Sandhills Club

The Architect

“Every now and then I find myself driving by an intriguing piece
of property. Intriguing for me as a golf architect means I see high
points that need to be connected in the form of tees, landing areas,
and greens. It also means visualizing how certain landforms can create
strategy. Ridges, hollows, saddle points, swales. All can dictate strategic choices and provide natural settings for memorable golf course
features, elements like those our architecture forefathers discovered
not just along the links land of Scotland, but on similarly-inspirational pieces of ground during the Golden Age of Golf Architecture in
America.

A member of the American Society of Golf Course Architects, ,
Richard has built an impressive portfolio of restoration, renovation
and new construction clients, highlighted most notably by his work at
Myers Park Country Club, Tanglewood Park Championship Course,
and most recently with the grand opening of the new, Baemar Golf
Course in Edina, Minnesota.

If you drive past one of these sites often enough, you may not be able
to resist how you may route a golf course on such an intrigue. Fed up
with tantalizing possibilities running through my head over the years,
I finally succumbed to breaking out my centerlines and having a little
fun. This site is too good to not hammer something out.

Over the past three decards, Richard has built his firm, Richard
Mandell Golf Architecture, around the golf principles of Tradion,
Enjoyment, Character and Passion. Not only have his projects won
numerous awards, but Richard also was named Boardroom Magazine’s
Golf Architect of the Year in 2017, and was named to Golf Inc.’s list
of Golfs’s Most Influential Architects, in 2011.

The result is an eighteen hole layout of the greatest potential: Each
hole has a specific strategy directly derived from the natural landforms
on which they sit. Little earth moved will be necessary in this true
minimalist routing. Lots of imagination will be required to play it,
though. So in the spirit of collaboration the greats of the Golden Age
breathed, I introduce The Sandhills Club, eighteen holes wandering
through sandy soils, grabbing every natural feature along the way to
provide strategic options golfers can negotiate over and over again in
their pursuit of a great experience.”

“Since I was fifteen years old, I have been captivated by the playing fields of the
game of golf. Growing up surrounded by some of the greatest golf courses in the
world, it was easy for me to fall under the spell. Winged Foot, Shinnecock Hills,
Bethpage Black and many others shaped my early ideals and philosophies about the
art of golf course architecture.”

The Course

Hole #1: “Descent” (Par 4 – 471 yards)
The opening hole descends sixty feet to a landing area bisected by a sandy dune. A tee shot left of center will create a partially blind approach over the dune, but the green is much more accessible from that side. An approach
from the right side will be somewhat shorter and fully visible but the tradeoff will be a bunker guarding that side
of the green and a putting surface that will do anything but embrace a shot from that side.

Hole #2: “Bowl” (Par 5 – 569 yards)
Typically, punchbowls are greens but here the fairway is a half-pipe bowl, carved into a soft hillside from the first
landing area to the green. A heroic hole in nature, this dogleg left asks the golfer to carry a wetland to cut off as
much of the corner off the tee as possible. From there, a second shot can literally ride the slope all the way to the
green. The more adventurous may want to take a more direct line with their second, carrying a sandy wasteland all
the way to the triple-tier putting surface.

Hole #3: “Crossing” (Par 4 – 436 yards)
“Crossing” returns to the other side of the wetland, again seemingly asking the golfer to cut the corner to get
closer to the hole. Yet the third green is better approached from the farther side of the fairway. A longer approach
from the right has a much higher success rate as the lay of the land will funnel approach shots onto the green from
that side. The shorter route will be partially blind and, similar to the first green, will not welcome a shot from that
side as both a bunker protects the left edge and the contours of the green will not be accommodating.

Hole #4 “Ladder” (Par 4 – 397 yards)
In a golf course routing, what goes down at some point will have to come back up. “Ladder”, the fourth hole,
eases the golfer back up the hill along relatively soft ground. A trio of bunkers in the corner of the dogleg is there
for the taking if the goal is a shorter approach. The green sits on a natural terrace jutting out from the hillside and
is guarded by three more bunkers cut into the base of the putting surface. The steepest portion of the ladder is
left in its natural state between the landing area and the green complex.

Hole #5: “Peninsula” (Par 3 – 205 yards)
The first par three at Sandhills plays over a low to a peninsula green with a slope wrapping around from the front
of the green to the right side and terminating into a large dune left of and behind the green. The dune dissipates
into the putting surface from the back left, allowing for a member’s bounce for those who don’t want to miss the
green right. The green mirrors the natural shape of the peninsula with four bunkers cut into its base protecting
the right side.

Hole #6: “Chrioch” (Par 5 – 607 yards)
“Chrioch” is an Irish term meaning boundary or limit. The sixth hole runs tightly along the westernmost boundary of the Sandhills Club property. The longest hole on the course, this par five plays over a valley where the
golfer must thread a tee shot between two flanking bunkers. Carrying the left bunker off the tee will shorten the
607 yards to the green and avoid OB along the right side of the hole. But the second shot along that line will bring
a gash of sandy waste cut into a natural ridge into play from the left. The flattest ground of the hole is closest to
the property line which may be appealing to those who want to avoid the slope along the left, yet the further right
toward that OB, the more a dune blocks the view of the putting surface.

Hole #7: “Boar” (Par 3 – 225 yards)
The downhill seventh is a high point to high point par-three played to another peninsula of ground. The hole
drops down more than forty feet to a swale before rising eight feet to the plateau green. Not as severely sloped as
the fifth green complex, this rolling putting surface still presents plenty of challenge, rendering sand an unnecessary design ingredient.

Hole #8: “Strath” (Par 4 – 336 yards)
A drivable par-four that naturally develops is one of the true gems of a great strategic routing. Number eight fits
the bill as a heroic dogleg left. Playing off a ridge over the same swale that cuts in front of seven green, the landing area is a broad ridgeline punctuated by a hillock at the turning point of the hole. The more risk off the tee cutting the corner will leave the golfer with a rewarding approach of fewer yards but a tug too far left will find a sandy
waste twenty-two feet below the landing area and thirty feet below the green. Set perpendicular to the line of play,
the green is within range of a tee shot of less than 300 yards. For the more timid, playing to the right takes the big
danger off the table, but visibility to the target is compromised.

Hole #9: “Hillock” (Par 4 – 418 yards)
Teeing off from the same plateau eight green occupies, the ninth hole rises over a swale to a landing area that flares
out to the left. Three bunkers cut into the steeper hillside to the right guards the shorter route to the green at the
corner of the dogleg. The dogleg right is shorter from that side and the reward to carry the bunkers is not just a
shorter approach, but a better lie. The green sits at the apex of the rising ridgeline set hard along the waste area
guarding the shorter route.

Hole #10: “Spine” (Par 4 – 443 yards)
Number ten runs along a hog’s back fairway from the landing area all the way to the green, which falls away on
three sides and through the green away from the player. The tee shot plays twenty-seven feet downhill and the
approach continues tumbling toward the green another seventeen feet. This narrow par-four puts a premium on
accuracy to avoid slipping to either side of the hog’s back, again rendering the need for sand as a hazard unnecessary due to the natural movement of the ground.

Hole #11: “Brae” (Par 5 – 519 yards)
The par-five 11th, Brae, has a fairway that flanks a steep hillside the golfer crosses off the tee and extends the
length of the right side of the hole to the green. A true heroic golf hole, the shorter route requires bringing the
fifty-foot cliff into play if one wants to save as much distance as possible on both the tee shot and second shot.
Eleven’s naturally-rolling ridgeline fairway has plenty of width as it slowly descends from the first landing area to
the green. Shots past the green will greet a steep hillside beyond, emphasizing distance control the whole way to
the pin.

Hole #12: “Mount” (Par 4 – 393 yards)
Although this sharp dogleg-left is almost 400 yards long, it will still entice the golfer seeking to drive another parfour by taking the most aggressive angle off the tee. Pivoting around a swale and a sandy native area, the hole
plays high point to high point off the tee to a plateau landing area before abruptly rising twenty feet to another
peninsula green setting. A threesome of bunkers is cut into the ridge at the base of the green complex, framing
more fairway just beyond. The severity of the dogleg leaves the option of a long tee shot to carry the sand, leaving
just a thirty-yard second shot for the most daring.

Hole #13: “Dune” (Par 3 – 174 yards)
An isolated ridge dune line at the southeastern-most corner of the property is the setting for the par-three thirteenth hole. The ridge-dune extends the length of the approach to the putting surface, slipping in and out of
the golfer’s line of site to the flag and extending into the middle of the putting surface. Three bunkers wrapping
around the green will keep stray shots from slipping thirty feet down the severe slope to the left and behind.

Hole #14: “Loch” (Par 4 – 388 yards)
Starting along the ridgeline below thirteen green, “Loch” plays back toward the rest of the property to a natural flat
serving the landing area. The flat is framed by a sandy dune ridge extending out from the left, leaving any short tee
shots played to that side with a partially blind approach. The further right one’s tee shot is placed, the better the
view to the green. Yet hit too far in that direction may leave one’s tee shot down in a hollow, completely blind to a
green that slopes away from the player. The hole tumbles straight down twenty feet to a bunkerless green backed
up hard against an existing pond.

Hole #15: “Stepping Stone” (Par 4 – 332 yards)
The shortest par-four at Sandhills Golf Club, “Stepping Stone” literally steps across a large lake and a deep swale
off the tee to a low terrace fairway before stepping up to another terrace framed by a pair of bunkers cut into the
hillside. The green is set on a knoll extending from the left with bunkers protecting the four corners of the putting
surface. The golfer has the bold option of trying to carry a tee shot over the fairway bunkers to reach the upper
terrace or play short of those bunkers to the lower fairway, which almost demands more precision to negotiate the
large swale cutting across the hole from the left side.

Hole #16: “Dell” (Par 3 – 210 yards)
Dell plays directly over an existing dune to a green set at the base of the opposite side. Completely blind off the
tee, perhaps as an ode to the Dell hole at Lahinch , a simple marker can guide the golfer along the right path to the
flag on a daily basis. The best tee shot may just be the one that bounces down the far side of the dune, trickling
onto the putting surface of this shallow green complex.

Hole #17: “Knoll” (Par 4 – 460 yards)
A marker of a different sort will guide the tee shot for the seventeenth hole. A drumlin-like dune is the only landmark defining the direct line of play to the landing area. Yet the more desirable shot may be cutting the corner to
the right to shorten the hole. The approach from that side brings a pair of bunkers guarding the right front corner
of this plateua green into play. The longer route from the left allows an approach running along the ground contours level with the fairway and less precision for an approach from that side.

Hole #18: “Meander” (Par 5 – 522 yards)
The best dogleg holes have either a hazard that turns the hole at the turning point or the lay of the land naturally
creates a carry at the turning point offering up a strategic advantage. The final hole at Sandhills Golf Club has
both. This double-dogleg par-five plays to a small hill off the tee, effectively turning the hole to the left. A pair of
bunkers cut into the slope challenges the golfer who wants to avoid the hill and cut the corner for a shorter route.
The second shot plays over a swale to a flat where a second pair of bunkers turns the golfer back to the right.
From there, three cross-bunkers fill a slope that separates the second landing area from a boomerang green
perched on a natural flat.

